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Dear Friends of the Wolf Conservation Center:  

Feared and admired, cursed and revered, wolves are the stuff of legends and a symbol of Ameri-
ca’s vanishing wilderness. Their reputation is larger than life; their role in the restoration of Amer-
ica’s wildlife heritage is bigger still. Inspired by the importance and plight of the iconic species, 
Hélène Grimaud founded the Wolf Conservation Center (WCC) in 1996 to save wolves from the 
brink of extinction and to teach the broader message of conservation, ecological balance, and 
personal responsibility for improved human stewardship of our World.  

At the close of 2015, it is remarkable to see how much the WCC has grown in prominence and 
influence! All of us at the WCC were gratified to see the completion of several long-term efforts 
to expand our educational reach and contribute to wolf survival. At the same time, we undertook 
amazing new initiatives that we hope that will have even greater impact in the coming years.

Just a few of the high points from 2015 were:

 5 Continued Success: onsite and offsite education programs and special events 
reached over 35,000 people, 

 5 Welcomed Critically Endangered Pups: Beyond being adorable, five red 
wolf pups born at the WCC represent the Center’s active effort to save a 
species from extinction. 

 5 Call of the Wild: release of WCC’s own captive-born, critically endan-
gered Mexican gray wolf M1141 to his ancestral home on the wild land-
scape in Northern Mexico,

 5 Awareness and Action Center: Created a forum for environmental sup-
porters to become effective and educated agents of change in our soci-
ety,

 5 Expert Testimony: WCC staff testified in public hearings about USFWS’s 
proposals that affect the future of the last wild population of critically 
endangered red wolves,

 5 Established P.A.C.K. Fellowship: Created forum for dedicated youth ad-
vocates to create and collaborate on projects promoting protection and 
preservation of wolf populations in North America,

 5 “Family Walk for Wolves”:  Our third annual event that gave hundreds 
of local supporters an opportunity to celebrate the cornerstone of our 
nation’s environmental law – the Endangered Species Act,

 5 Robust Support on Social Media: Surpassing TWO MILLION supporters on Facebook – 
expanding our educational reach far beyond the boundaries of our facility.

 5 Message froM Board of directors & staff of the Wcc 
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The Wolf Conservation Center

South Salem, New York 5 www.nywolf.org

Message froM Board of directors & staff of the Wcc  5

As satisfying as these accomplishments were, many challenges remain… 

Wild Mexican wolves and red wolves face serious recovery challenges that will affect their success 
as the very law that was meant to protect them - the Endangered Species Act - is under fire.  Now 
is the time for all of us, indeed every American who believes in the importance of our natural 
heritage, to make their voice heard.  WCC will continue to put pressure on lawmakers to make a 
more wild future possible.

But we won’t give up. 

As always, we thank all our donors, volunteers and staff whose invaluable dedication and support 
make it possible for us fulfill our missions. We look forward to a productive year in 2016 in which 
we will take significant steps to strengthen our capacity to meet challenges of the present and 
future while continuing our efforts to ensure the survival of the inspiring and essential wolf. 

Warmest wishes,

The Board of Directors and Staff of the Wolf Conservation Center
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Strong and wild, wolves once roamed across most of the United States. More than a symbol 
of wilderness, science tells us that wolves are a vital part of many varied ecosystems.  But 
after centuries of an unremitting slaughter by humans, this misunderstood predator was 
brought to the brink of extinction. 
Over the last several decades, however, efforts have begun to right this horrible wrong: to 
reintroduce and restore these magnificent creatures to their rightful places in our land-
scapes, in our hearts and in our culture.

The WCC has been part of this effort for almost two decades.  We have nurtured wolves, educated hundreds of thousands 
about their plight, and fought for their habitat and protection.

The Wolf Conservation Center is making a difference
The Wolf Conservation Center (WCC), founded in 1996 by Hélène Grimaud, is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit environmental 
education organization located in South Salem, NY. The WCC’s mission is to recover wolf populations in North America 
by teaching about wolves, their relationship to the environment, and the human role in protecting their future. The WCC 
accomplishes this mission by educating adults and children about their importance and plight, mobilizing support and 
advocating for these species which cannot speak for themselves, and participating in two federal wolf recovery programs.

What We Do at the WCC
 5 Nurture wolves,
 5 Educate adults and children about their importance and plight, and
 5 Mobilize support and advocate for these species which cannot speak 

for themselves.
Nurture Wolves
We are home for up to 30 wolves, most of them kept off exhibit with the goal of one day releasing them into their wild 
ancestral landscapes.  We are the preeminent facility in the eastern United States for the captive breeding and pre-re-
lease of endangered wolf species.
The WCC participates in the Species Survival Plan (SSP) and Recovery Plan for the Mexican gray wolf and the red wolf, 
which are among the rarest mammals in North America.  Both species at one time were completely extinct in the wild. 
Under the aegis of the Endangered Species Act, reintroduction efforts in the past decade have established small, wild 
populations of about 100 red wolves and 75 Mexican grays. To-date, four wolves from the Center have been given this 
extraordinary opportunity.
Educate the Puplic
We teach approximately 40,000 people a year about the importance of these predators and their impact on our lands, 
waters and culture.  Our Ambassador Wolves and other programs reach people both at our 28-acre facility in South Sa-
lem, NY, and in schools, museums, libraries and nature centers throughout the Northeast.  Our wolves aid students in 
understanding the importance of their wild counterparts by opening their minds to the value of keystone species and 
healthy ecosystems.
The WCC’s newly developed interdisciplinary curriculum in wolf education deepens the educational experience the Cen-
ter can provide and expands the organization’s geographic reach.  
Mobilize Support
Our thousands of supporters are guided and directed to make their voices heard on numerous issues that continue to 
impact wolves in the wild.  We believe every individual has the ability and responsibility to affect the world, as well as a 
powerful voice to safeguard the future for generations to come.  
We are able to engage with a vast number of learners and supporters through our robust social media effort.  Consistent, 
professional effort has resulted in over two million people following our work on Facebook where they are alerted to ways 
they can help save wolves locally and across North America, communicate effectively with their elected representatives, 
and encourage personal responsibility for improved human stewardship of our World. 

 5 overvieW of the Wolf conservation center 
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Liabilities and equity
Liabilities ................................................................... $ 489,381
Accumulated Fund Balance ................................... $ 2,931,539
Net Income ............................................................... $ 816,069

Total Liabilities .................................................$ 4,236,989

2015 incoMe and expenses (Audited)                        5 
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Assets
Current Assets ....................................................... $ 1,160,216
Fixed Assets ........................................................... $ 2,830,273
Capital Campaign Donations ....................................$ 246,500

Total Assets ......................................................... $ 4,236,989

Uses of funds
In-kind ..........................................................................$ 41,301
Personnel .................................................................. $ 328,999
Operations ................................................................ $ 286,997
Fundraising ..................................................................$ 48,844
Capital Campaign Donations ......................................$ 74,767
Administration .............................................................$ 62,270

Total Expenses ....................................................... $ 843,178

Sources of funds
In-kind ..........................................................................$ 41,301
Education Programs ................................................. $ 290,798
Fundraising Events.......................................................$ 95,783
Individual Donations ................................................. $ 402,135
Capital Campaign Donations ....................................$ 587,019
Foundations / Trust Grants ..........................................$ 10,000
Promoted Donations (Merchandise) ....................... $ 141,939
Corporate / Government Donations ...........................$ 60,665
Miscellaneous .............................................................$ 29,607

Total Revenue ..................................................... $ 1,659,247



All over the world conservationists, citizens and governments alike struggle to find a 
balance between people and wildlife as expanding human populations put them in 
closer proximity with predators, more than ever before. Our society seems to be at 
odds with how to fully protect and integrate wolves into our wildlife spaces, and our 
culture, in ways that avoid conflict without causing harm. Ultimately, achieving this 
goal will not be easy. It will require a sustained and shared effort by all those who 
value these natural treasures. In fact, our nation’s future relies on a well-educated 
public to be wise stewards of wildlife and of the very environment that sustains us all. 

Attempts to find a satisfactory solution for wolves living 
alongside their human guardians is the broader discourse under which our mission and education goals 
have evolved. It is our belief at the WCC that environmental education can best help us make the complex, 
conceptual connections between economic prosperity, benefits to society, environmental health, and our 
own well being. We think that ultimately, the collective wisdom of our citizens gained through education 
will be the most compelling and successful strategy for future conservation initiatives.

Through the well-informed naturalists who run education programs and work with our Ambassador wolves, the WCC teaches the 
broader message of conservation, ecological balance, and personal responsibility for improved human stewardship of our world. 
By providing science-based information, the WCC allows wolves and humans to better coexist in our fragile environment. It also 
improves our efforts to successfully restore endangered wolves to their ancestral homes in the wild and offers direct exposure to 
an elusive predator people might not ever see in the wild. 

The WCC education and ambassador-wolf programs introduce the community to the importance of a healthy planet and healthy 
ecosystems. They are designed to conform to New York State Standards for Science Education and touch on a variety of disciplines 
from biology to history.

In 2015, Education Programs included the following:
 5 On-site programs at the WCC facility in South Salem, NY. Our permanent wolf residents are won-

derful representatives for their species, giving everyone who attends our programs a better under-
standing of the responsibility we  have in protecting their future.

 5 Off-site programs in schools, museums, libraries and nature centers throughout the Northeast in which a visit from our 
traveling ambassador wolf, Atka, is the highlight. Children and adults alike are left in awe by their up-close-and-personal 
encounter with one of these powerful animals.  As a 14-year-old, Atka has now officially gone into retirement and greets 
visitors from his enclosure at the WCC.

 5 Classroom learning through our innovative, “Interdisciplinary Curriculum in Wolf Education –Tracks to the Future,” program 
is enabling middle school students to learn and master many of the Common Core State Standards in Language Arts, Read-
ing, Math, Science and Social Studies while integrating wolf conservation into the curricula. The integration of this material 
deepens the educational experience the Center can provide and expands the organization’s reach.

Visitors to the center
The WCC conducted 476 on-site education programs during 2015. Some highlights include outstanding attendance for our 
long-running “Wolves of America,” “Wolf Camp for Kids,” and “Sleeping with Wolves Overnight Adventure” programs, along with 
several new offerings. Programs are conducted year-round, Tuesday through Sunday, so WCC supporters can behold the wolves 
throughout the year and in each season.

As we begin 2016, we are vigorously planning ways to accomplish our educational mission and expand our 
outreach. We have already taken significant strides to strengthen our capacity to better meet challenges 
of the present and the future. As a result of all this hard work and dedication, we expect to see a dramatic 
increase in the number of visitors we serve and improved outreach throughout the Northeast.
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“Education is the most 
powerful weapon which 

you can use to change the 
world.”

~ Nelson Mandela

 5 education prograMs



At the Wolf Conservation Center we are privileged to participate in a federal program called the 
Species Survival Plan (SSP) focusing on two of the rarest mammals in North America: Mexican gray 
wolves and red wolves. Both of these magnificent species were completely extinct in the wild, until 
recently when conservationists worked to return both of these wolf species to their ancestral homelands.

Mexican Gray Wolves–Natural History
The Mexican gray wolf (Canis lupus baileyi) or “lobo” is the 
most genetically distinct lineage of gray wolves in the West-
ern Hemisphere. Most of our historical and biological infor-
mation about wild populations comes from trappers’ jour-
nals and reports throughout the southwest.  Mexican wolves 
were once found in diverse habitats including mountain 
woodlands, probably because of the favorable combination 
of cover, water, and available prey like deer, elk, rabbits, and 
small mammals. 
Adult Mexican wolves typically weigh 65-85 pounds, average 
4.5-5.5 feet from nose to tail, and stand 28-32 inches at the 
shoulder. Like all wolves, the lobo is a social creature with an 
intricate system of communication and social structure. They 
breed from late January through early March, and give birth 
to an average of four to six pups about 63 days later.

Conservation
Our knowledge of the Mexican wolf is limited because wild populations were effectively 
eliminated before they could be studied. Toward the turn of the century, high cattle stock-
ing rates and low populations of native prey, such as deer and elk, caused many wolves 
to prey on livestock. This led to intensive efforts to eradicate wolves in the United States. 
Wolves were trapped, shot and poisoned by both private individuals and government 
agents. Bounties were paid. By the mid-1900s, Mexican wolves had been effectively elim-
inated from the United States, and Mexican populations were severely reduced. The Mex-
ican wolf was listed by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service as an endangered species in May 
1976, and was considered extinct in the wild, with only a handful remaining in captivity. 
Mexican wolves were common throughout their range in the mid-1800s. In 1998, captive 
wolves were reintroduced into the wild as part of the SSP under the Endangered Species 
Act. In 2003 the WCC was accepted into the SSP for the critically endangered Mexican 

gray wolf and has played a critical role in preserving and protecting this imperiled species through carefully managed breeding and 
reintroduction. The Wolf Conservation Center’s role in the SSP program is as a breeding and management program designed to en-
sure the long-term sustainability of captive-based animal populations. It is a coordinated effort among zoos, conservation centers, 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and Mexico’s Fish & Wildlife Agencies, and is managed under the Association of Zoos and Aquariums 
(AZA). The goal of the Recovery Plan is to restore Mexican gray wolves to a portion of their ancestral range in the southwest United 
States and Mexico. 

WCC

The seven Mexican gray wolves at the WCC occupy four enclosures in the WCC En-
dangered Species Facility. These enclosures are private and secluded, and the wolves 
are not on exhibit for the public, to ensure they have a greater probability of being 
successful if they are released into the wild as part of the recovery plan. 
To date, the WCC remains one of the three largest holding facilities for these rare spe-
cies and three Mexican gray wolves from the WCC have been given the extraordinary 
opportunity to resume their rightful place on the wild landscape. Today in the U.S., 
there is a single wild population comprising 97 individuals.

“Wolf conservation has become a dramatic 
expression of the goodness of the human spirit. It 
shows that we respect the rights of other life-forms, 
even when they may cause problems. It shows that 
we are capable and committed to correcting the 

mistakes of the past. Wolf restoration is a touchstone 
for measuring our reverence for what we have 

inherited and for the legacy we leave our children.”

~ Mike Phillips

(Former Y ellowstone Wolf Restoration Project Leader)

endangered species prograM                               5 
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Red Wolves–Natural History
The red wolf (Canis rufus) is one of two species of wolves in North America, the other 
being the gray wolf (Canis lupus). As their name suggests, red wolves are known for 
the characteristic reddish color of their fur, which is most apparent behind the ears 
and along the neck and legs, but are mostly brown and buff colored with some black 
along their backs. Intermediate in size compared to gray wolves and coyotes, the aver-
age adult red wolf weighs 45-80 pounds, stands about 26 inches at the shoulder and is 
about 4 feet long from the tip of the nose to the end of the tail.
Red wolves are social animals that live in packs consisting of a breeding adult pair and 
their offspring of different years, typically five to eight animals. Red wolves prey on a 
variety of wild mammals such as raccoon, rabbit, white-tailed deer, nutria, and other 
rodents. Most active at dusk and dawn, red wolves are elusive and generally avoid humans and human activity.

Conservation
Once common throughout the southeastern United States, it was the belief that the red wolf caused widespread cattle losses that 
led to extensive predator control programs in the early part of the twentieth century. Fear and a misunderstanding of the animal 
led to indiscriminate killing for bounties. The red wolf was also affected by land clearing and drainage projects, logging, mineral 
exploration, and road development that encroached on its forest habitat.
As government-sanctioned predator control programs were carried out with a vengeance, the red wolf was totally removed from 
extensive areas of its former range, while in other areas its social structure was destroyed by removal of pack members. At the same 
time, deforestation in eastern Texas and Oklahoma caused an eastward surge of the coyote. These factors resulted in red wolf and 
coyote interbreeding when red wolves were unable to find mates of their own species.
After being declared an endangered species in 1973, efforts were initiated to locate and capture as many wild red wolves as possi-
ble. Of the 17 remaining wolves captured by biologists, 14 became the founders of a successful captive breeding program. Conse-
quently, the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) declared red wolves extinct in the wild in 1980. 
By 1987, enough red wolves were bred in captivity to begin a restoration program to return the species to a portion of their tradi-
tional range in the southeast United States in the Alligator River National Wildlife Refuge in northeastern North Carolina. 
Nowhere else on the planet are wild red wolf populations viable and secure.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service continues to review the program (a decision is expected in summer of 2016), to determine if USFWS 
should continue, modify, or terminate the program that manages the last remaining wild red wolves on our planet. Until then, it has 
halted all captive-to-wild releases. The current estimate puts the only wild population of red wolves at their lowest level (50 – 75) 
since the late 1990s.

WCC
In 2004, the WCC joined the recovery effort as a participating organization in the Red Wolf SSP and has played a critical role in 
preserving and protecting these imperiled species through carefully managed breeding and reintroduction. To date, the WCC has 
welcomed two red wolf litters (2010 and 2015) and a single red wolf from the WCC has been given the extraordinary opportunity to 
resume his rightful place on the wild landscape. In the spring of 2015, webcam-watchers all over the globe were thrilled to witness 
the birth of six red wolf pups at the WCC.

While the WCC is thrilled to participate in the SSP and Recovery programs, the surviving 
populations for both red wolves and Mexican gray wolves are tenuous, and there are many 
obstacles facing these species. While the potential halt of the red wolf recovery program 
is discouraging, we see so many visitors fall in love with our WCC wolves that we remain 
hopeful about the future success of both introduced populations. With the backing from 
our community, volunteers, staff and sponsors we are even more encouraged to spread the 
word about these populations and further broaden our base of support.

  5 endangered species prograM (Continued)
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The WCC would also like to thank the following individuals and organizations for 
their in-kind donations. We sincerely appreciate their contributions.

 5 in-Kind donors
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Adamson, Gavin
Agway of New Paltz
American Museum of Natural History
Animal Embassy
Bayha, Dr. Renee
BB Abode
Beaver, Dotti
Bedford Village Frame Shop
Beers, Paula
Berger Moran, Hana
Bishop, Jane
Blockinger, Jeff
Blunden, Daphne 
Book on the Common
Cagle, Deborah
Calle, Paul
CAP Beauty
Chubbys
Cotey, Colleen
Cross River Eye Care
Cross River Pharmacy
Cross River Shell
Cross River Wines
Darin, TL
Deborah Ann’s Sweet Shop
DeFranco, Jean
Dharbal, Oksana
Di Bratto, Connie
Dodson, Anna
Dooney & Burke
Duffy, Dr. Charlie
Emblin, Ruth
EMS Danbury
Fifty Coins
Firestein, Sally and David
Freund, Peter
Freund, John and Susie
Friedman, Martina
Godfrey-Welch, Darlene
Gossett Nursery
Grapewagon Inc
Grossman Marketing
Handler Family

Hansen, Susan
Harbour, Ellen
Harvest Moon
Hayfields
Hedgerow
Heineken
Hemlock Hill Farm
Hoeckel, Linda
Holland, John
Holycross-Otto, Karl and Joan
Horse Connection
Hunter, Brian
John Boys Outpost
Kalusova, Sarka
Karl, Deborah
Katonah Museum of Art
Kellogs and Lawrence
Khodakhah, Dr. Kimberly
Kitchen Table
Kohl, Lisa
Kohl, Alexandra
Lamont, Robin
Laouri, Marianne
Lil Beans Toys & Sport
Lynch, Marie
Massi, Sue
Matthews, Francie
Maus, Dr. Paul 
McCliman, Michelle M. 
McConnell, Joe
McKracken, Jane 
McLaughlin, J
Medeo, Lynn
Messina, Grace
Michaels, Monique
Monogram Plus
Morrissey, Camela
Nichols, Alison
O2 Living
Patagonia
Paulonis, John
Phillips, David
Pigasso Farms

Pilates Greenhouse
Planet Pizza
Plum Plums
Pound Ridge Veterinary Center
Prai Beauty
Randon, Tiziana Erica
Reining Cats and Dogs
Renda, Nick
Ridgefield Pet 
Rodier Flowers
Romagnoli, Elizabeth
Rudolf, Colleen
Saban-Mayor, Chloe
Salem Wine
Scott’s Corner Market
Sherry B
Shultz, Lynne
SkyDive The Ranch
Small Joys
Sorensen, Colleen
Soto-Minder, Carmen
South Salem Winery
Steiner Sports
Suburban Groove
Sunoco
Superior Equestrian
Szarek, Michael and Dina
Talons
Teich, Dr. Matthew
The Back Nine
Thompson, Justine
Touch of Sedona
Toy Chest
Union Hall General Store
Vinjumar, Al
Visions Beauty Salon
Visiting Veterinary Practice of Westchester
Watson, Luanne
Whole Foods
Zinman, Audrey
Zuluaga, Wilson



$25,000+
Martha and Rich Handler
Sara Cope
Sebastiano Cossia Castiglioni
Stephen M. Sander Foundation
Susan and John Fruend

$15,000 - $24,999
American Zoos, Botanical Gardens and Aquariums
Toscano Family
Zinman Family

$10,000 - $14,999
Greater Houston Community Foundation
Ingrid Arneberg
James Attwood and Leslie Williams
Jeff and Sherry Blockinger
Jeniam Foundation
Leslie Williams and James Attwood
Marvin and Donna Schwartz
NYS Parks and Rec

$5,000 - $9,999
Albuquerque Community Foundation
Amy Wendel
Anita Winkler
Bauer Family Foundation
Courtney and Nathanial Morse
Dean Travalino
Dina Szarek
Greenville Zoo
Hélène Grimaud
Irena Bilic
Kelly and Larry Buchalter
McGraw Family
Michael Hartey
Nina and Michael Stanton
Paul Hancock
Ropes and Gray
Stadler Family Charitable Foundation

$2,000 - $4,999
Ally Financial
Anne Alexander
Charitable Adult Rides and Services Inc.
Dennis Friedman
Diesel Café
James and Robyn Herrnstein
Jeffries, LLC
Judy Hayama
Julio Moran
Kristen and John Wolfe
Lisa Kole

McDowell Foundation
Pershing Advisor Solutions, LLC
Robert and Linn Feidelson
Roger T. Moore Revocable Trust
Sam and Veronica Dodge
Seema Boesky
Shari and Bob Wolf Ruckh
Stacy Bosi Koenig
Tripp Killin
Virginia Kamsky

$1,000 - $1,999
Adam R. Rose
Alex Randow
Amazon Smile
Amy and Daniel Dziemian
Amy Groveman
Anne Ellis
Anne Roby
Annie Collier
Arelis Alkoff
Ariel Cannon
Barbara Matthews-Hancock
Betty Ciarolla
Camela Morrissey
Carmen Santos
Carol and Thomas Herbig
Center For Biological Diversity
Chabad of the West Side
Chris Mars
Christian Zbylut
Christiane D. Schell
Craig Bamsey
Danielle Maveal
David Shellenberger
Debbie Kovar
Deborah Karl
Debra Godsoe
Dennis Fisher
Derek and Ali Wolfe
Diane Bentivegna
Dora Genao
Elaine Broadhead
Francine Haselkorn
George Matelich
Gristle Tattoo 
Howard and Laura Levin
Iain Reid
Ingrid and Jurg Spross
J E Jones
Jane and Richard Pearl
Jane McCracken
Jane Warshaw

Jason and Kate Mulligan
Jean and Peter Ossorio
Jeff Tisman
Jill and Matthew Teich
Jill Iscol
Jim and Mittie Figura
Joanne Bower
John Holland
Jon Pierre Frenza
Katherine Murray
Kathleen & Christian Kaul
Kathleen Palen
Kay and Sandy Woodard
Kristen and John Wolfe
Lawrence Smith
Lori and Neil Benson
Lou Ann Pfeifer
Marilyn Murphy DuBois
Marty and Michele Gidansky
Mary and John J. Ciardullo
Meadow Veterinary Hospital
Michel and Ken Sturm
Middletown Community Foundation
Myra Weiger
Nancy and David Gernert
Nathan Goldstein
Patrick Daigle
Paul Harmon
Pavel Hokl
Prai Beauty
Rebecca Strominger
Richard Breuckner
Richard Jones
Richard Moore
Robert Bell
Rodgers Family Foundation
Ruth and Peter Emblin
Sarka Kalusova
Sasha and Lori Zemsky
Scheidel Foundation
Sophie Clark
Sophie Wolf
Stephanie and Gabriel Appleby
Stephen Kramarsky
Sunnye Anne Rosasco
Theresa Dussich
Tim Coburn
Tom Brown
Tom Julius
TOSA Foundation
Tracie Wilkinson
Wild Encounters

Major donors                                                   5 
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“Only if we
understand can we care.

Only if we care will
we help. Only if we help

shall they be saved.”
~ Jane Goodall

The value and importance of conserving species and ensuring biodiversity is an accepted axiom of the 21st century. The importance of a 
keystone predator such as the red wolf to a balanced and resilient ecosystem is undeniable. That 
our policies should be motivated by these basic scientific principles is a must.
Every voice raised in support of wildlife and wild places can make a difference. And when we all 
work together we can make big things happen. The WCC educates tens of thousands of support-
ers annually via education programming about (1) the issues that impact the future of fragile 
populations of wild wolves in the USA and Canada, and (2) the tools that will enable them to 
become active and authentic voices that advocate for responsible decision-making. We also facili-

tate a myriad of robust social media campaigns that 
help raise the visibility of wolf and wildlife conserva-
tion; these initiatives have attracted over two mil-
lion supporters worldwide. Coupled with personal 
meetings, phone calls, writing letters and emails to 
elected representatives and others, such measures are essential and can have an enormous 
impact on potential policies that can affect wolves in all 50 (fifty) states and Canada.  
With both the natural and political challenges continuing to face wolves, our work ahead has 
never been more important. We are confident that we are making a difference. We remain 
committed to mobilizing support and advocating for these essential species which cannot 
speak for themselves.
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 5 aWareness and action

 5 the northeast Wolf coalition

With those words, conservationist Aldo Leopold began a serious dialog about the 
state of wild lands and wildlife in the American landscape. For those of us who live 
in the Northeast, this conversation has never been more critical. For more than 
a century, the northeastern United States has been regaining its wildness. Where 
forests had been largely cleared in 19th century, the woods have returned. Where 
wildlife such as moose, bear, beaver – even deer – had been eliminated, these 
animals have rebounded. While this is cause for hope, this remarkable recovery 
seems incomplete.

The decline of large predators and other apex consumers at the top of the food 
chain has disrupted ecosystems all over our continent, and it is arguably human-
kind’s most pervasive influence on the natural world. For our region, the wolf is 
the missing component of our regional ecology and one of the top predators that 
once called the Northeast its home. 

Recognizing the need for this apex predator and the potential for its recovery in the Northeast USA, the Northeast Wolf Coalition was 
established in March 2014 as an alliance of conservation organizations in New York, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts and Con-

necticut and beyond. The Coalition’s work is guided by some of our nation’s best and brightest 
conservation scientists to ensure the foundation of its work is based on the application of the 
best available and most current scientific principles. The Coalition believes the return of the wolf 
will reflect a more fully functional and wild Northeast, with wolves fulfilling dynamic and evolving 
ecological functions in the changing environments that comprise our region.

As conservationists in the 21st century, we are faced with the challenge of helping nature contin-
ue to heal and flourish for future generations. Thus, the need to explore the critical factors that 
affect the wolf’s return and its potentially positive impact to the natural biological diversity of the 
Northeast has never been more important. As co-founder of the Northeast Wolf Coalition, the 
Wolf Conservation Center continues to take a leadership role in this mission.  



Diane Bentivegna

Charlie Duffy
VMD (Veterinary Medical Doctor)

Dr. Cristina Eisenberg
Ph. D., Earthwatch Lead Scientist, Author

Nina Fascione
Defenders of Wildlife

Cathy Kangas

Dr. Don Moore
Smithsonian Zoo / Polar Bear International

Randolf Perry
Nonprofit Attorney and Advisor 

Rolf Petersen
Wolf Biologist

Maggie Howell
Executive Director

Rebecca Bose
Curator

Spencer Wilhelm
Operations Manager

Alex Spitzer
Educator

Deborah Hays
Director of Development

Regan Downey
Youth Education Coordinator

Genny Lawson
Business Manager / Registrar
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John Holland

Tripp Killin

Courtney Morse

Shari Wolf Ruckh

Dean Travalino

Jeffrey Blockinger

Veronica Dodge

Susie Freund

Hélène Grimaud
Founder

Martha Handler
President
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Click on an icon to open the link.

The WCC is home to ambassador wolves 
that visitors can observe in spacious natural 
enclosures. We also have over 20 wolves 
as part of our participation in Species 
Survival Plans for critically endangered 
Mexican gray wolves and red wolves. To 
learn more about us or to arrange a visit, 
please go to our website and follow us on 
Facebook & Twitter.

The Wolf Conservation
Center (WCC)

P.O. Box 421 
South Salem, NY 10590-1123

Phone: (914) 763-2373
email: info@nywolf.org

Website: www.nywolf.org

http://www.nywolf.org/
http://nywolf.org/
https://www.facebook.com/nywolforg
https://twitter.com/nywolforg
http://www.nywolf.org/webcams
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